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VASCULAR ACCESS FOR RENAL PATIENTS

Types of dialysis access

Dialysis treatments can only be administered by means of creating 
or inserting a specialised access to your blood circulatory system. 
A dialysis access is a critical factor in enabling you to obtain the 
best dialysis treatment possible. Having an understanding of the 
four types of dialysis accesses will help you and your nephrologist 
determine which type of dialysis access is right for you.

There are four different types of dialysis access used for hemodialysis, a process in which 
blood is transported from your body for cleaning:

A central venous catheter (CVC), is a 
flexible, long, plastic, y-shaped tube that 
is threaded through your skin into a 
central vein in your neck, chest or groin. 

A CVC is not usually intended to be a 
permanent type of access. 

An AV fistula, is an actual surgical 
connection made between an artery and 
a vein. An AV fistula is most often created 
in your non-dominate arm. An AV fistula 
allows a higher rate of blood to flow back 
and forth from your vein to a 
dialysis machine.
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A PD catheter is used for peritoneal 
dialysis, which uses the lining of your belly 
and a dialysate solution to clean 
your blood.

This type of dialysis can be a desirable 
method for people who are always on the 
go. With a PD catheter, dialysis can be 
performed at home and takes less time to 
accomplish. Peritoneal dialysis can either 
be administered as a manual process 

An AV graft, functions similarly to an AV 
fistula. If you have blocked or damaged 
veins, or veins that are too small for a 
fistula, you may be a candidate for an AV 
graft. AV graft placement is also a surgical 
procedure, but instead of connecting 
the artery directly to the vein, one end 
of a small hollow, synthetic tube will be 
connected to your vein, and the other end 
will be connected to your artery. 
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Once the AV graft is complete, you will need to wait before it can be used. 
This will allow the access to fully heal. The waiting period is dependent on the 
prescription of the vascular surgeon.

CAPD or as an automated process APD.
 
Continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) – This is a manual treatment. 
During CAPD, a liquid called dialysate is put into your abdomen through a 
catheter (thin tube). The dialysate pulls wastes, chemicals, and extra fluid from 
your blood through the peritoneum.

Automated peritoneal dialysis (APD) -  this method uses a machine (automated 
cycler) that performs multiple exchanges at night while you sleep. The cycler 
automatically fills your abdomen with dialysate, allows it to dwell there and then 
drains it to a sterile bag that you empty in the morning.

Once the AV fistula is complete, you will need to wait a few months before it can 
be used so it can fully heal. The waiting period is dependent on the prescription 
of the vascular surgeon. 
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Advantages and disadvantages of the types of 
venous accesses:

Advantages Disadvantages

Central venous catheter 
(CVC)

 ■ Quick to place and 
remove

 ■ May be used immediately 
for dialysis

 ■ CVC placement is an in-
patient procedure

 ■ May damage central veins
 ■ May increase the length of 

the hemodialysis treatment
 ■ Bathing and swimming not 

recommended
 ■ Complications can include 

infection and catheter 
clotting

Arteriovenous fistula 
(AV Fistula)

 ■ Can function for years
 ■ Not as likely as a 

catheter to become 
infected

 ■ Not as likely to clot
 ■ Takes only eight weeks 

to mature

 ■ May require another 
temporary type of access 
during the healing and 
maturation phase

 ■ Maturation may be delayed, 
or it may fail to mature

 ■ Needles are required to 
access the AV fistula for 
hemodialysis

Arteriovenous graft 
(AV Graft)

 ■ Ready for use in three to 
four weeks

 ■ Easy to implant
 ■ Placement is an  

in-patient procedure

 ■ Doesn’t last as long as an 
AV fistula

 ■ Needles still required to 
access the graft

 ■ Prone to clotting

Peritoneal dialysis catheter 
(PD Catheter)

 ■ PD catheter placement is 
usually performed as an 
in-patient procedure

 ■ No need to use needles
 ■ Dialysis performed at 

home
 ■ No need for a temporary 

CVC

 ■ Bathing and swimming not 
recommended

 ■ Higher risk of clotting and 
infection



How should you take care of your vascular access?

What to expect after surgery and actions that need to be 
taken:

For arterio-venous fistula (AVF) and arterio-venous graft (AVG)

In the event an arterio-venous graft (AVG) was created, the tingle / vibration may seem a 
little fainter than in the case of an AVF. This is due to the thickness of the membrane used to 
support AVG creation.

If you can no longer feel the vibration or tingling sensation in your 
arm, immediately inform your overseeing nurse for further medical 
attention. The overseeing nurse will contact the vascular surgeons’ 
rooms as needed.

1. Swelling of your arm. 
 ■ Keep your arm elevated using a pillow.  

2. Tenderness, redness or oozing around the access site.
 ■ Inform the overseeing nurse to note any abnormal signs and call the vascular 

surgeons if needed. 

3. It is normal to feel a tingle or vibration at the site of the access. This will be 
experienced due to a larger volume of blood passing through the newly created 
arterio-venous fistula (AVF) or graft (AVG). 

References:
 ■ https://www.azuravascularcare.com/infodialysisaccess/types-of-dialysis-access/
 ■ https://www.drugs.com/cg/continuous-ambulatory-peritoneal-dialysis.html
 ■ https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/peritoneal-dialysis/about/pac-20384725
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 ■ No intravenous infusions or blood samples should be allowed on the same arm as your 
access.

 ■ Ensure that your healthcare provider checks the access for signs of infection or problems 
with blood flow before each hemodialysis treatment.

 ■ Keep the access clean at all times.
 ■ Use the access site only for dialysis.
 ■ Be careful not to bump or cut the access.
 ■ Check the thrill in the access every day. The thrill is the rhythmic vibration you will feel 

over the vascular access area.
 ■ Watch out for and reporting signs of infection, including redness, tenderness, or pus.
 ■ Do not let anyone put a blood pressure cuff on the access arm.
 ■ A local anaesthetic cream or spray can be used to numb the AV fistula before it is needled.
 ■ Do not wear jewelry or tight clothes over the access site.
 ■ Do not sleep on top of your access arm – avoid weight on this arm. 
 ■ Do not lift heavy objects or put pressure on your access arm.



Contact details
EASTERN CAPE 
LIFE EAST LONDON PRIVATE 
HOSPITAL
32 Albany Street, East London, 5201 
Telephone number: 043 722 3128
Fax number: 043 722 3575 

LIFE MERCANTILE HOSPITAL
Cnr Kempston & Durban Roads, 
Korsten, Port Elizabeth, 6020
Telephone number: 041 404 0400
Fax number: 041 404 0551 

FREE STATE
LIFE ROSEPARK HOSPITAL
57 Gustav Crescent, Fichardt Park, 
Bloemfontein, 9301
Telephone number: 051 505 5111
Fax number: 051 522 6769 or 0977

GAUTENG
LIFE BEDFORD GARDENS HOSPITAL
7 Leicester Road, Bedford Gardens, 
Bedfordview, 2008 
Telephone number: 011 677 8500
Fax number: 011 616 2760

LIFE BRENTHURST HOSPITAL
4 Park Lane, Parktown, 
Johannesburg, 2193
Telephone number: 011 647 9000
Fax number: 011 647 9009 

LIFE CARSTENHOF HOSPITAL
21 Dane Road, Glen Austin, Midrand 
1685
Telephone number: 011 655 5500
Fax number: 011 310 2318

LIFE FOURWAYS HOSPITAL
Cnr Cedar Road & Cedar Avenue 
West, Fourways, 2055 
Telephone number: 011 875 1000
Fax number: 011 875 1001

LIFE GROENKLOOF HOSPITAL
50 George Storrar Drive, Groenkloof, 
Pretoria 0181
Telephone number: 012 424 3600
Fax number: 012 346 0562

LIFE ROBINSON PRIVATE HOSPITAL
Hospital Road, Randfontein, 1759
Telephone number: 011 278 8700
Fax number: 011 693 3109

LIFE SPRINGS PARKLAND HOSPITAL
Springs West Road, Pollak Park, 
Springs, 1559
Telephone number: 011 812 4000
Fax number: 011 812 4100

LIFE THE GLYNNWOOD 
33-35 Harrison Street, 
Benoni, 1501 
Telephone number: 011 741 5000
Fax number: 011 421 1242

LIFE WILGEHEUWEL HOSPITAL
Amplifier Road, Radiokop Ext 13, 
Roodepoort, 1724
Telephone number: 011 796 6500
Fax number: 086 500 9213

KWAZULU-NATAL
LIFE CHATSMED GARDEN HOSPITAL
80 Woodhurst Drive, 
Woodhurst, Chatsworth, 4092
Telephone number: 031 459 8000
Fax number: 031 403 5388

LIFE EMPANGENI PRIVATE 
HOSPITAL
Cnr Biyela & Ukula Streets, 
Empangeni, 3880
Telephone number: 035 902 8000
Fax number: 035 772 2038

LIFE ENTABENI HOSPITAL
148 Mazisi Kunene (South Ridge) 
Road, Berea, Durban, 4001
Telephone number: 031 204 1300
Fax number: 031 261 6435

LIFE HILTON PRIVATE HOSPITAL
Cnr Hilton Avenue & 
Monzali Drive, Hilton
Telephone number: 033 329 5600
Fax number: 033 329 5601

LIFE MOUNT EDGECOMBE 
HOSPITAL
163 – 179 Redberry Road, Rockford, 
Phoenix, 4068
Telephone number: 031 537 4000
Fax number: 031 502 1207

LIFE WESTVILLE HOSPITAL
7 Spine Road, Westville, 3630
Telephone number: 031 251 6911
Fax number: 031 265 0952

MPUMALANGA
LIFE COSMOS HOSPITAL
Cnr OR Tambo & Beatty Avenue, 
eMalahleni, Mpumalanga, 1035
Telephone number: 013 653 8000
Fax number: 013 653 8005

LIFE MIDMED HOSPITAL
Cnr OR Tambo & Joubert Streets, 
Middelburg, Mpumalanga, 1055
Telephone number: 013 283 8700
Fax number: 013 282 6126

NORTH WEST
LIFE ANNCRON HOSPITAL:
Klerksdorp
16 Van Rynefeld Street, Willkoppies, 
Klerksdorp, 2571
Telephone number: 018 464 1337

Viljoenskroon
20 Engelbrecht Street, Viljoenskroon, 
9520

Hartswater
4 Eric Louw Street, Hartswater, 8570
 
Lichtenburg
Shop no 2 Spar Komplex, Beyers 
Naudé Street, Burgersdorp, 2740

LIFE PEGLERAE HOSPITAL
Cnr Heysteck and Church Street
Telephone number: 014 594 9517
Fax number: 014 594 9518

WESTERN CAPE
LIFE KINGSBURY HOSPITAL
Wilderness Road, 
Claremont 7700
Telephone number: 021 670 4000
Fax number: 021 683 5138

LIFE KNYSNA PRIVATE HOSPITAL
Hunters Estate Drive, 
Hunters Home, Knysna, 6570
Telephone number: 044 384 1083
Fax number: 086 678 9178

LIFE VINCENT PALLOTTI HOSPITAL 
Alexandra Road, Pinelands, 
Cape Town, 7405
Telephone number: 021 506 5111 
Fax number: 021 531 0116

BOTSWANA
LIFE GABORONE PRIVATE 
HOSPITAL
Plot 8448, Segoditshane Road, Mica 
Way, Broadhurst, Gaborone
Telephone number: 
00267 368 5600
Fax number: 00267 390 1998

National spread of chronic renal units and  
mobile renal units
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Life Healthcare Group
Head office

Oxford Parks, Building 2,
203 Oxford Road,

Corner Eastwood & Oxford Roads,
Dunkeld, 2196

T: +27 11 219 9000
www.lifehealthcare.co.za

Life Healthcare             @LifeHealthcare_   LifeHealthcare 


